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Abstract
Background: We participated, as Team 81, in the Article Classification and the Interaction Method subtasks (ACT and
IMT, respectively) of the Protein-Protein Interaction task of the BioCreative III Challenge. For the ACT, we pursued an
extensive testing of available Named Entity Recognition and dictionary tools, and used the most promising ones to
extend our Variable Trigonometric Threshold linear classifier. Our main goal was to exploit the power of available
named entity recognition and dictionary tools to aid in the classification of documents relevant to Protein-Protein
Interaction (PPI). For the IMT, we focused on obtaining evidence in support of the interaction methods used, rather
than on tagging the document with the method identifiers. We experimented with a primarily statistical approach,
as opposed to employing a deeper natural language processing strategy. In a nutshell, we exploited classifiers,
simple pattern matching for potential PPI methods within sentences, and ranking of candidate matches using
statistical considerations. Finally, we also studied the benefits of integrating the method extraction approach that
we have used for the IMT into the ACT pipeline.
Results: For the ACT, our linear article classifier leads to a ranking and classification performance significantly
higher than all the reported submissions to the challenge in terms of Area Under the Interpolated Precision and
Recall Curve, Mathew’s Correlation Coefficient, and F-Score. We observe that the most useful Named Entity
Recognition and Dictionary tools for classification of articles relevant to protein-protein interaction are: ABNER,
NLPROT, OSCAR 3 and the PSI-MI ontology. For the IMT, our results are comparable to those of other systems,
which took very different approaches. While the performance is not very high, we focus on providing evidence for
potential interaction detection methods. A significant majority of the evidence sentences, as evaluated by
independent annotators, are relevant to PPI detection methods.
Conclusions: For the ACT, we show that the use of named entity recognition tools leads to a substantial
improvement in the ranking and classification of articles relevant to protein-protein interaction. Thus, we show that
our substantially expanded linear classifier is a very competitive classifier in this domain. Moreover, this classifier
produces interpretable surfaces that can be understood as “rules” for human understanding of the classification.
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We also provide evidence supporting certain named entity recognition tools as beneficial for protein-interaction
article classification, or demonstrating that some of the tools are not beneficial for the task. In terms of the IMT
task, in contrast to other participants, our approach focused on identifying sentences that are likely to bear
evidence for the application of a PPI detection method, rather than on classifying a document as relevant to a
method. As BioCreative III did not perform an evaluation of the evidence provided by the system, we have
conducted a separate assessment, where multiple independent annotators manually evaluated the evidence
produced by one of our runs. Preliminary results from this experiment are reported here and suggest that the
majority of the evaluators agree that our tool is indeed effective in detecting relevant evidence for PPI detection
methods. Regarding the integration of both tasks, we note that the time required for running each pipeline is
realistic within a curation effort, and that we can, without compromising the quality of the output, reduce the time
necessary to extract entities from text for the ACT pipeline by pre-selecting candidate relevant text using the IMT
pipeline.
Background
A basic step toward discovering or extracting informa-
tion about a particular topic in biomedical text, is the
identification of a set of documents deemed relevant to
that topic. Separating relevant from irrelevant docu-
ments is an example of document classification. Due to
the central role document classification plays in biome-
dical literature mining, part of the BioCreative (Critical
Assessment of Information Extraction systems in Biol-
ogy) challenge evaluation is the Article Classification
Task (ACT). In the last three challenges this task has
focused on the classification of articles based on their
relevance to Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) [1].
For the BioCreative challenges 2 (BC2) and 2.5
(BC2.5) we have developed the lightweight Variable Tri-
gonometric Threshold (VTT) linear classifier that
employs word-pair textual features and protein counts
extracted using the ABNER tool [2]. VTT was one of
the top performing classifiers in the abstract classifica-
tion task of BC2 [3] and the best classification system
on the full-text scenario of BC2.5 [4] as tallied by the
organizers [5].
In this BioCreative 3 challenge (BC3), we developed a
novel and more general version of VTT which utilizes a
number of features obtained via Named Entity Recogni-
tion (NER) and dictionary tools. We continue the devel-
opment of this simple linear classifier since it has
performed very well in the real-world scenarios of Bio-
Creative, where training and test data are not guaran-
teed to be drawn from the same distributions of
features; the simple linear decision surface seems to
generalize the concept of PPI better than more sophisti-
cated classifiers in this context [4]. We show that by
expanding the classifier to handle a substantial increase
in the amount of NER data, its performance improves
significantly. Another interesting feature of the VTT is
the interpretability of its simple decision surface, leading
to (linear) “rules” for deciding the relevance of literature
to PPI.
Throughout the development of our classifier, we ana-
lyzed the applicability of various NER and dictionary
tools for deciding PPI-relevance. The assessment of
appropriate tools is also described in this article, and
offered to the community as a large-scale empirical
study. In addition, we examine a few other questions
related to the VTT and article classification. First, is
there a benefit to using word bigrams as textual fea-
tures, compared to the smaller set of word-pairs we pre-
viously employed [3,4]? Second, does full-text data
(when available) benefit classification? This last question
is approached only partially here; as full-text data was
not fully provided by BC3, we harvested a full-text sub-
set for those BC3 articles that were available through
PubMed Central.
The Interaction Method Task (IMT) at BC3, looked
beyond the identification of relevant articles, and posed
the challenge of finding evidence within full-text biome-
dical publications concerning the technique used for
identifying protein-protein interaction. The task defini-
tion made the point that: “A crucial aspect for the cor-
rect annotation of experimentally determined protein
interactions is to determine the technique described in
the article to support a given interaction… For this task,
we will ask participants to provide, for each full text
article, a ranked list of interaction detection methods,
defined by their corresponding unique concept identifier
from the PSI-MI ontology”[1]. It also required including,
as part of the submission for each Interaction Method,
the evidence string derived from the text that supports
the decision to associate the method with the article.
We thus literally interpreted the IMT task as that of
finding, within the text, discussion of the used techni-
ques that can be utilized for detecting PPIs, rather than
that of identifying the PPIs themselves. Consequently,
we took the approach of looking within the text for sen-
tences that are likely to form evidence for methods being
employed, tagging articles with the (likely) methods
found. We then provided, in accordance with the
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BioCreative IMT output specification, for each article
the identifiers of these methods, along with a score indi-
cating the level of confidence our system associates with
each method. This score reflects how confident the sys-
tem is in making the association between the method
and the article. The sentences within the text on which
the association was based were provided as evidence.
Almost all teams participating in the BioCreative III
IMT challenge, regarded the method-assignment as an
article classification task, in which articles are assigned
to one (or more) of the many different PPI methods as
categories. In contrast, we have taken a very different
route. We focused primarily on identifying potential evi-
dencefor the use of methods within the text, and then
narrowed the candidate sentences to those who may dis-
cuss methods that can be used for PPI detection. Once
sentences were found that were likely to bear evidence
for the use of a potential PPI method, we scored these
sentences with respect to the associated PPI detection
method; PPI methods associated with high-scoring sen-
tences were then listed as PPI methods supported by
the article, with the high scoring sentences listed as evi-
dence. Thus, the fundamental difference between our
system and the other participating systems is that we
focused on identifying evidence for potential use of PPI
detection methods, while most other systems focused on
classifying documents into method-categories, without
searching for the explicit evidence.
Moreover, in contrast to other teams, which based
their work on using natural language processing (NLP)
to identify a variety of components and named entities,
including proteins [6-8] and possibly interactions among
them [7], as a fundamental step prior to method detec-
tion, we only used simple pattern matching of methods,
ranking candidate matches using statistical considera-
tions, without making an attempt at identifying entities.
We do believe that NER to identify proteins is likely to
improve our system’s performance, but as said, we have
focused on identification of methods that can be used
for identifying PPI, rather than on the PPIs themselves.
Another notable aspect of IMT and its evaluation, is
that while the task definition required associating meth-
ods with articles, providing the ranking and the strength
of the association as well as the evidence supporting it,
the evaluation only measured whether the correct
method-identifiers were associated with each article,
regardless of the strength assigned to this association,
and regardless of the evidence. Correctness was deter-
mined by comparison of the method identifiers assigned
by the system to the method identifiers assigned by
human annotators. The evidence, which was requested
in the task specification, was not formally evaluated or
examined in BC3.
Furthermore, the training data consisted strictly of full
text articles along with the PPI detection method tags
assigned to the articles by curators, but did not provide
any indication or tagging of the evidence within the text
supporting this assignment. Similarly, the gold standard
released after the challenge does not show this evidence.
As such, there is currently no data against which one
can evaluate the quality of the evidence produced by the
competing systems.
To overcome this shortfall in both the data and the
evaluation, immediately following the BioCreative meet-
ing, we have recruited a team of independent annotators
to go over the results produced from one of our runs,
and constructed a triply-annotated corpus of over 1000
sentences. The section on the Interaction Methods
Task, and its Results subsection, provide further detail
about the use of this corpus in our evaluation.
Article classification task
We participated in both the online (via the BioCreative
MetaServer platform) and the offline components of
ACT. We used four distinct versions of the most general
VTT linear classifier as presented below. The main goal
was to study the effect of using various NER and dic-
tionary tools on classification performance. Therefore,
the four versions of the VTT vary in the amount and
the type of NER data which they use.
Data and feature extraction
Training corpora
Given a labeled training corpus of documents D, let P
refer to the set of documents labeled relevant or posi-
tive, and N to the set of documents labeled irrelevant or
negative; by definition, D ≡ P ∪ N and P ∩ N ≡ ∅. All
documents, d Î D, are preprocessed by removal of stop-
words and Porter Stemming [9]. The stopword list is: i,
a, about, an, are, as, at, be, by, for, from, how, in, is, it,
of, on, or, that, the, this, to, was, what, when, where,
who, will, the, and, we, were (note that the words “with”
and “between” were kept). For training data we used the
training and development sets released by BC3 for the
ACT, as well as the documents released for IMT, which
we labeled as positive. This results in a set of 8315
unique documents (3857 labeled positive, and 4458
labeled negative) defined by their PubMed IDs (PMID).
To produce textual features (as described below), we
oversampled documents from the positive set to obtain
a balanced set where |P| = |N| = 4458, |D| = 8916. By
oversampling we mean that we randomly selected posi-
tive documents to be repeated in the set P. For textual
feature selection, as described below, we used only the
title and abstract text associated with the PubMed
records of these documents. For NER feature selection
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(see below), we extracted figure caption text and full
text from the subset of public-domain documents with
PubMed Central records. We denote the full text subset
as: DPMC ⊂ D, where |DPMC| = 4190 (≈50% of D).
Test/Validation corpora
Let Dt refer to the official BC3 test set of documents,
which was unlabeled at the time of the challenge, but
whose class labels were subsequently provided to the
community as a gold standard. This is a highly unba-
lanced set, with 5090 negative or irrelevant documents,
and 910 positive or relevant documents, for a total of |
Dt| = 6000 documents. Out of these, we were able to
obtain PubMed Central records for | |Dt
PMC
= 3019
documents (60% of Dt); 423 positives and 2596 negatives
(preserving a similar proportion of negatives to positives
as in the overall test set).
Textual feature selection: word-pair and bigram features
The VTT classifier requires textual features to have
been obtained from labeled, training documents. In pre-
vious versions of VTT, we have used word-pair features
similar to bigrams, but which are less computationally
demanding to obtain [3,4]. Here, because we are inter-
ested in investigating the benefit of using our word-
pairs compared with bigrams, we have used both types
of features in different runs of the classifier.
The Short-window word-Pair features (denoted SP) are
computed by first selecting the set of top 1000 words,
W, obtained by ranking all words occurring in the
balanced training corpus according to the following
score:
S w p w p w where w WP N
D( ) = ( ) − ( ) ∈, ,  
and WD is the set of all unique words in the training
corpus D, after pre-processing and stopword removal.
The score, S(w), measures the difference between the
probability of occurrence of a word w in relevant docu-
ments, pP(w), and the probability of occurrence in irrele-
vant ones, pN(w). Each document in the set D is
subsequently converted into an ordered list comprised
of a subset of these 1000 words, w Î W. The list repre-
senting each document is ordered (with repetition)
according to the sequence in which the words occur in
the original text. That is, the original sequence of words
in the text, is converted into a sequence that contains
only words w Î W; all words not in the top 1000 set,
W, are removed. The top 10 (stemmed) words and their
S score in the training data for BC3 were: interact
(0.41), protein (0.4), bind (0.33), domain (0.27), complex
(0.26), regul (0.24), activ (0.21), here (0.19), phosphoryl
(0.16), function (0.15).
From the ordered lists of words representing the
documents, we extract the SP features (wi, wj): pairs of
consecutive words from the ordered lists that represent
documents. The order in which words occur is pre-
served, i.e. (wi, wj) ≠ (wj, wi). Also note that the ordered
lists representing documents contain only words from
set W (1000 top words). Therefore, adjacent words in
such a list may or may not be adjacent in the original
text; we refer to these word-pairs as “short-window”
pairs. For each SP feature we compute its probability of
occurring in a positive and in a negative document: pP
(wi, wj) and pN(wi, wj), respectively. Figure 1 depicts the
1000 SP features with largest S(wi, wj) = |pP(wi, wj) – pN
(wi, wj)|, plotted on a plane where the horizontal axis is
the value pP(wi, wj) and the vertical axis is the value pN
(wi, wj); we refer to this plane as the pP/pN plane. Table
1 lists the top 10 SP features for score S.
The Bigram features are extracted very similarly,
except that we compute the word-pair probabilities pP/
pNfor all consecutive word-pair occurrences in the origi-
nal text (after stemming and stop word removal), rather
than restricting the pairs to the ordered list representa-
tion of documents as done for the SP features. Bigram
feature extraction results in a much more computation-
ally demanding process, because the set of observed
bigrams is much larger than the set of observed SP
word-pairs built from the fixed set of 1000 words. Table
2 lists the top 10 bigram features for score S, which are
very similar to the top 10 SP features.
One side goal of this work was to investigate whether
the computational overhead of bigram extraction is
worthwhile. Notably, the generation of SP features
requires two iterations over each document: one to
extract the single word features, and another to obtain
the occurrence counts of SP features after ranking of
single word features over the entire training corpus. In
contrast, bigrams in principle require a single iteration
over each document to extract occurrences. However,
there are many more unique observable bigrams than
unique single word features, due to the possible combi-
nations of single words with one another. In contrast,
Figure 1 Top 1000 SP Features on the pP/pN plane. Features are
colored according to the value of S (darker indicating higher rank).
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the second pass to compute SP features is not over the
entire document text, but over the ordered lists contain-
ing only the top (1000) single words, which results in a
much smaller set of possible word pairs. Therefore, in a
large corpus the list of bigrams to store and index for
tallying occurrences is much larger than that of SP fea-
tures, resulting in a substantial computational overhead.
One other possible issue is that of finding the optimal
number of top scoring words selected to produce SP
features. We showed in an earlier publication [3] that
the S score histogram can guide us to identify a good
threshold number after which no improvement results.
We used this technique here.
For simplicity, in the remainder of the article, unless
otherwise specified, we refer to textual features simply
by the symbol w.
Entity count features: data from entity recognition tools
In our previous work with a simpler version of VTT for
BC2 [3], we used as an additional feature the number of
proteins mentioned in abstracts, as identified by the NER
tool ABNER [2]. More recently, in BC2.5, we used the
same additional feature in distinct sections of full text
documents, and observed that terms extracted from
domain ontologies did not help in article classification
[4]. Here, we pursue a much wider investigation of the
utility of using terms from NER and dictionary tools
available to the community.
What we use for VTT are entity count features: for
each document d Î D, we compute the number of
occurrences nπ(d), of each entity type π. An example of
an entity type is “protein mentions” as identified by
ABNER. Naturally, in the context of BC3, we are inter-
ested in the entity count features that can best discrimi-
nate documents relevant for PPI (positive) from
irrelevant ones (negative). For that purpose, we utilized
the NER tools ABNER [2,10], NLProt [11] and OSCAR
3 [12,13] and compiled dictionaries from the BRENDA
(enzymes) [14,15] and ChEBI (chemical compounds)
[16] databases, as well as the PSI-MI ontology (experi-
mental methods) [17].
With each one of these tools we extracted various
types of entity count features in abstracts for all docu-
ments, d Î D, and also in figure captions and full text
of the subset of documents available in PubMed Central,
d Î DPMC Examples of entity count features we col-
lected are the number of protein mentions in an abstract
identified by NLProt, and the number of PSI-MI method
mentions in figure captions.
Finally, we selected those entity feature counts that
best discriminated relevant from irrelevant documents
in the training data D and DPMC. The selection was
done by computing the probability of finding, in the
training data, positive and negative documents, d, with
at least x mentions of entity π: pP(nπ(d) ≥ x) and pN
(nπ(d) ≥ x), respectively. The relationship between these
quantities, for a given entity, is best appreciated in gra-
phical form: Figure 2 depicts a comparison of these
probabilities for ABNER protein mentions in abstracts of
documents in D, and for CHEBI compound names in
full text documents in DPMC. As can be seen in this fig-
ure, the counts of CHEBI compound name mentions in
full text documents are not very distinct for documents
labeled positive or negative. In contrast, counts of
ABNER protein mentions in abstracts are quite distinct
for relevant and irrelevant documents; we can see, for
instance, that 90% of all positive documents in D have 5
or more protein mentions, whereas only 40% of negative
documents have the same number of mentions.
We used this type of chart to identify which features
from NER and dictionary tools behave differently for
relevant and irrelevant documents. Specifically, we iden-
tified those entity count features for which the differ-
ence in occurrence probability, |pP(nπ(d) ≥ x) - pN(nπ(d)
≥ x)|, is greater than 0.3 for some x number of mentions
(we observed that entity counts with values lower than
0.3 hindered performance of the VTT classifier). If the
sign of the difference (pP(nπ(d) ≥ x) - pN(nπ(d) ≥ x)) is
positive, we consider the entity count feature π to be
positively correlated with the set of positive documents
Table 1 Top 10 SP features ranked with the S score.
wi, wj pP pN S
interact–with 0.3220 0.0442 0.279
interact–between 0.1071 0.026 0.081
complex–with 0.0920 0.0153 0.0768
protein–interact 0.0666 0.006 0.0606
crystal–structur 0.0804 0.022 0.0584
yeast–two-hybrid 0.0542 0.0 0.0542
with–protein 0.0619 0.0123 0.0496
protein–kinas 0.0705 0.0233 0.0472
here–report 0.086 0.039 0.047
transcript–factor 0.0856 0.0417 0.0438
Table 2 Top 10 bigram features ranked with the S score.
wi, wj pP pN S
interact–with 0.3001 0.0397 0.2604
interact–between 0.1062 0.026 0.0802
complex–with 0.089 0.013 0.076
crystal–structur 0.0804 0.0218 0.0586
yeast–two-hybrid 0.0542 0.0 0.0542
protein–interact 0.052 0.0045 0.0475
here–report 0.0856 0.0384 0.0472
protein–kinas 0.0679 0.0224 0.0455
transcript–factor 0.0851 0.0415 0.0436
ubiquitin–ligas 0.0396 0.0031 0.0364
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(P) in the training data, and positively correlated with
the set of negative documents (N) otherwise. Using this
criterion on all the NER data we produced, we identified
only 5 entity count features positively correlated with P,
and none positively correlated with N:
1. ABNER protein mentions in abstracts
2. NLProt protein mentions in abstracts
3. OSCAR compounds in abstracts
4. ABNER protein mentions in figure captions
5. PSI-MI methods in full texts
The charts with the pP(nπ(d) ≥ x) and pN(nπ(d) ≥ x)
probabilities are shown in Figure 2 (for ABNER in
abstracts) and Figure 3 (for the other 4 entity count fea-
tures). Notice that entity count features 4 and 5 above
are only defined for documents in the DPMC subset. We
rejected all other entity count features according to the
criteria above; these include all counts obtained via
BRENDA and CHEBI. We provide the charts for all
tested entity count features in supplementary materials
available at http://cnets.indiana.edu/groups/casci/piare.
Approach: variable trigonometric threshold classifier
We present here a more general, and novel, formulation
of the VTT classifier, which can integrate information
from various textual and entity count features. A docu-
ment d is considered to be relevant if:
M
P d
N d
n d n d
EP EN
.
( )
( ) ≥ +
− ( )
−
− ( )
= =
∑ ∑l b b b b
p
p p
p n
n n
n
0
1 1
(1)
and irrelevant otherwise. The above expression defines
a linear decision surface for classifying documents. The
left-hand side contains the sum of the contributions
from textual features for a positive, P(d), and a negative,
N(d), decision for document d, which are computed
from the pP/pN plane of textual features as:
P d w
p w
p w p w
N d w
w d w d
P
P N
w d
( ) = ( ) = ( )( ) + ( )
( ) = (
∈ ∈
∈
∑ ∑
∑
cos ( )
sin ( )
a
a
2 2
) = ( )( ) + ( )∈∑w d
N
P N
p w
p w p w2 2
(2)
where w denotes a textual feature such as SP or bigram
as described above. In other words, P(d) sums the cosine
contributions of every occurring feature w in document
d, when projected on the pP/pN plane. N(d), in turn,
sums the sine contributions of every occurring feature w.
The right-hand side expression of Eq. (1) specifies a
decision threshold for a document, given its ratio of
positive and negative textual feature contributions (on
the left-hand side). This decision threshold is defined by
a constant, l0, and a variable component, defined by
entity count features. The idea is that information from
NER data can alter the decision threshold. For instance,
in Figure 2 we can see that 90% of all positive docu-
ments in the training data set, D, have 5 or more
ABNER-extracted protein mentions, whereas only 40%
of negative documents have the same number of men-
tions. Therefore, when a given document, d, contains
more than 5 ABNER-extracted protein mentions, we
can expect it to have a higher chance of being relevant.
To introduce this type of information into the decision
threshold, the VTT classifier is defined for M=|EP-EN|
entity count features, EP of which are positively corre-
lated with positive documents (such as ABNER protein
mentions), and EN of which are positively correlated
Figure 2 Comparison of entity count features for ABNER
protein mentions in abstracts in training set D (top), and CHEBI
compound names in full text documents in training data DPMC
(bottom). The horizontal axis represents the number of mentions x,
and the vertical axis the probability of documents with at least x
mentions. The green lines denote probabilities for documents
labeled relevant pP(nπ ≥ x), while the red lines denote probabilities
documents labeled irrelevant pN(nπ ≥ x); the blue lines denote the
difference between green and red lines (|pP – pN|).
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with negative documents. For simplification, we refer to
the first as positive entity count features, and to the sec-
ond as negative entity count features.
Each positive entity count feature π adjusts the decision
threshold for document d with the factor (bπ – nπ(d))/bπ,
where bπ is a constant parameter; when nπ(d) >bπ, the
threshold is lowered, and increased otherwise. Each nega-
tive entity count feature ν adjusts the decision threshold
for document d with the factor (nv(d) – bv)/bv, where bv
is a constant; when nv(d) >bv, the threshold is increased,
and lowered otherwise. The b parameters represent the
neutral threshold point for the respective entity count
feature: when nπ(d) = bπ, there is no threshold adjust-
ment from information about entity count feature π.
It is easy to visualize the VTT linear decision surface, even
with many different entity count features. We can plot the
decision surface and every document d in a plane, where
the horizontal and vertical coordinates are defined as:
x d
P d
N d
y d
M
n d n d
EP EN
( ) = ( )( )
( ) = ( ) − ( )⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
= =
∑ ∑ ,1
1 1p
p
p n
n
nb b
(3)
where M=|EP-EN|. In this plane, the decision surface
is simply given by:
y d x d( ) = −l ( ) (4)
where l is a constant (l = l0/M + 1), but we treat it
as a constant parameter to be searched, so the value of
l0 is irrelevant). Figure 4 depicts the decision plane of
VTT; negative documents are expected to plot near
the origin and positive documents above the decision
line. A few interesting points naturally derive from this
plane. Given a document d, we compute the values of
x(d) and y(d) according to Eq. (3). The decision is then
calculated by comparing x(d) with the decision thresh-
old T(d) = l – y(d) given by Eq. (4); if x(d) >T(d), d is
considered relevant, and irrelevant otherwise (see Fig-
ure 4, left). Therefore, a measure of confidence in the
decision can be derived from the difference δ(d) = |x
(d) – T(d)|, which can be normalized by dividing it by
the maximum value of δ in the training data D:
C d
d
d d D
( ) = ( ) ∀( )∈
d
d
( )
max ,
(5)
Figure 3 Comparison of entity count features for NLProt protein and OSCAR compound mentions in abstracts in training set D (top),
and ABNER Protein mentions in figure captions and PSI-MI method mentions in full text documents in training data DPMC (bottom). The
horizontal axis represents the number of mentions x and the vertical axis the probability of documents with at least x mentions. The green line
denotes probabilities for documents labeled relevant pP(nπ ≥ x), while the red line denotes probabilities for documents labeled irrelevant pN(nπ ≥
x); the blue line denotes the difference between green and red lines (|pP – pN|).
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In addition to the class decision, computed by the
VTT decision surface (Eq. (4)), we ranked positive docu-
ments by decreasing value of C (Eq. (5)), followed by
negative documents ranked by increasing value of C.
Another interesting feature of the plot is the easy
identification of the point of no threshold adjustment.
When nπ(d) = bπ and nv(d) = bv for all π and ν entity
count features, y(d) = 1 ⇔ T(d) = l – 1 (see Figure 4,
right). This means that NER information is neutral and
the decision (x(d) >l – 1) is exclusively made by the
value of x(d) computed from textual features via Eq. (3).
Notice that the value of x(d) in Eq. (3) can be unde-
termined if N(d) = 0. Therefore, if P(d) = N(d) = 0,
which means there is no information from textual fea-
tures about document d (no textual feature occurs in d),
we compute x(d) = l – 1, which means that decision is
exclusively made by NER information. Additionally, if P
(d) > 0 Λ N(d) = 0, we compute x(d) = (l – 1). P(d),
which means that the decision is made by using NER
information as well as the contributions from textual
features for a positive decision.
Experimental setting: training and submissions
Training of the VTT classifier consisted of exhaustively
searching the parameter space that defines its linear
surface, while doing (non-stratified) k-fold cross-valida-
tion (with k=4) on the training data. In this training
scenario, textual features are computed from 75% of
the documents and parameter search and validation is
performed on the remaining 25%, for each of the cross
validation runs. The parameter space is defined by l,
bπ, bv where π Î {1 … EP} and v Î {1 … EN}. For
each set of parameter values, we compute performance
as the rank product[4,18] of the means of the Balanced
F-Score (F1), Accuracy, and Matthew ’s Correlation
Coefficient (MCC) measures for the 4 cross-validation
folds:
Accuracy
TP TN
TP FP TN FN
F
TP
TP FP FN
MCC
TP TN FP FN
TP
=
+
+ + +
=
+ +
=
−
1
2
2
.
. .
+( ) +( ) +( ) +FP TP FN TN FP TN FN( )
where TP, TN, FP, FN denote true positives, true
negatives, false positives, and false negatives,
respectively.
The search is performed as follows:
1. Set all bπ to the values that maximize |pP(nπ(d) ≥ x)
- pN(nπ(d) ≥ x)|, as observed in entity count feature
charts (see above). Same for bv.
2. Search l, bπ, bv space with coarser steps around
values set in 1. Search l widely.
3. Collect the most common values of l, bπ, bv in the
top echelon of classifier parameter sets obtained by the
rank product of performance measures. All classifiers in
the top echelon have the same value of rank product.
4. Search more finely around values obtained in 3.
Figure 4 The normalized plane for plotting the VTT decision surface. The coordinates x(d) and y(d) are computed according to Eq. (3) for
every document d. The decision surface is computed with Eq. (4). On the left-hand side the threshold for the classification decision is shown
(see text for description). On the right-hand side, the point of no threshold adjustment is shown (see text for description).
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5. Repeat 3 and 4 until the top echelon of classifier
parameter sets is very small and one classifier can be
selected with higher value of Precision
TP
TP FP
=
+
.
This search procedure rewards not only the top per-
forming classifiers, but also those parameter ranges
whose performance is robust to small changes in the
other parameters. This is achieved in step 3 of the
search procedure, when we select the most common
values of parameters in the (initially large) set of top
performing classifiers. Because VTT is very simple to
compute, the search can be done in a pretty exhaustive
manner, depending on the number of parameters
needed for entity count features. We provide Excel
worksheet demos of the VTT surfaces and parameter
search code in supplementary materials at http://cnets.
indiana.edu/groups/casci/piare. These simple demos are
capable of searching the entire space of BC3 data, which
highlights how computationally simple the classifier is.
We set out to investigate (1) if additional NER infor-
mation can improve PPI article classification, (2) if there
is a performance cost to using SP instead of bigram
word-pair features, and (3) if the addition of full text
information improves classification. To answer these
questions, we submitted different versions of the VTT
algorithm described below.
No NER information, VTT0
This version uses no NER information at all, only tex-
tual features. Its decision surface is obtained simply by
making n(d) = b for all π and ν in Eq. (3) (point of neu-
tral NER information for every possible entity count fea-
ture in every document). This results in the simple
expression below for a constant l:
x d x d
P d
N d
( ) ≥ ( ) = ( )( )l, (6)
The decision is solely defined by the sums of the
(cosine and sine) contributions from the textual features
for document d. We submitted two variations of this
classifier: one computed with SP features and the other
with bigrams. Since this VTT version only uses textual
features extracted from titles and abstracts, these two
classifiers do not use any data from the full-text docu-
ments in DPMC(see feature extraction above).
ABNER Protein mentions in abstracts, VTT1
This is the same classifier we used in BC2 and BC2.5
[3,4]. In addition to textual features, it uses a single
entity feature count: ABNER protein mentions in
abstracts, which is positively correlated with positive
documents. In this case, in equations (1-4), EN=0, EP=1,
and M=1. Therefore, the decision surface (Eq. (3)) is
given by:
x d y d x d
P d
N d
y d
n d( ) ≥ − ( ) ( ) = ( )( ) ( ) =
( )
l
b
, , (7)
where b and n(d) refer to ABNER protein mentions in
abstracts and l is a constant. The initial value of b for
the search algorithm (training) above is chosen as the
value that maximizes the difference of occurrence prob-
abilities of this entity count feature between the positive
and the negative documents, as depicted in Figure 2:
b=5. We submitted two variations of this classifier: one
computed with SP features and the other with bigrams.
These two classifiers also do not use any data from the
full-text documents in DPMC.
With all NER data, VTT5
This version is a substantial development from the clas-
sifier we used in BC2 and BC2.5 [3,4], as can be seen
from Eq. (3). In addition to textual features, it uses the
five entity feature counts, identified earlier, that are all
positively correlated with positive documents. In this
case, in Equations (1-5) above, EN=0, EP=5, and M=5.
The indices for the b and n(d) values are as follows: 1
refers to ABNER protein mentions in abstracts, 2 refers
to NLProt protein mentions in abstracts, 3 refers to
OSCAR compounds in abstracts, 4 refers to ABNER pro-
tein mentions in figure captions, and 5 refers to PSI-MI
methods in full texts. Therefore, its decision surface (Eq.
(3)) is given by:
x d y d x d
P d
N d
y d
n d( ) ≥ − ( ) ( ) = ( )( ) ( ) =
( )
=
∑l b
p
p
p
, ,
1
5
1
5
(8)
where l is a constant. Notice that because entity fea-
tures 4 and 5 are extracted from full text documents,
for a substantial number of documents these features do
not exist in our dataset. To account for that, when a
document d does not have full text (d ∉ DPMC): n4(d) =
b4 and n5(d) = b5, i.e. for these documents, the VTT
classifier assumes the point of neutral NER information
for entity features 4 and 5. The initial values of b1, b2,
b3, b4 and b5 for the search algorithm (training) were
obtained by inspection of the charts in Figures 2 and 3,
and are set to 5, 10, 15, 5, and 40, respectively. We sub-
mitted two variations of this classifier: one computed
with SP features and the other with bigrams.
With NER from abstracts only, VTT3
this is a reduced version of VTT5, where we only use
NER features extracted from abstracts (feature 1-3). In
this case, in equations 1-5 above, EN=0, EP=3, and
M=3. Everything else is done as for VTT5, using only
the three entity count features from abstracts: ABNER
protein mention, NLProt protein mentions, and Oscar
compound mentions. Based on our positive experience
with SP features (see results below), we only employed
these in VTT3. Training was done in the exact same
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manner as the other classifiers, leading to the optimal
parameters shown in Table 3. Its performance on train-
ing and test data is shown in Tables 4 and 5,
respectively.
The final parameter values for all classifiers, obtained
after the search for optimal performance on the cross-
validation folds of the training data are listed in Table 3;
their performance on this cross-validation is listed in
Table 4. Figure 5 depicts the documents in one of the
validation subsamples of the 4 cross-validation folds,
and the decision surfaces of the VTT1 and the VTT5
classifiers obtained with SP and bigram features.
Results
From our NER and dictionary tools analysis, we identi-
fied publically available resources that benefit the classi-
fication of PPI-relevant documents. Based on this
analysis we selected 5 entity count features, the behavior
of which for PPI classification is presented in Figures 2
and 3. Similar charts for all tools and features tested are
provided in supplementary materials, including those for
rejected tools. Knowledge about the behavior of these
tools for PPI article classification is one of the contribu-
tions of this work.
During the challenge, our system (both online and off-
line) was severely hindered by various software and inte-
gration errors. The errors included: overwritten values
of the entity count features in our database, which effec-
tively randomized the values of these features for the
test set documents; an error in the computation of the
confidence measure given by Eq. (5), which tended to
return the same value for most documents in the test
set; and an error in the classification surface of VTT
leading to many incorrect class labels.
The various versions of the VTT classifier described
above were submitted as different runs, but not at all
with the correct class labels and confidence values.
Therefore, the official BC3 results for our system are
not only very low, but have no value with respect to the
questions we set out to answer. After the challenge, we
corrected all errors and computed new performance
measures using the BC3 evaluation script and gold
standard. Naturally, we trained the corrected classifiers
without using any information from the gold standard.
Demos are provided with our training (and parameter
search) procedure in supplementary materials, to allow
our results to be reproduced.
The performance of the corrected classifiers on the
test set Dt is shown in Table 5 for the Area Under the
interpolated Precison and Recall Curve (AUCiP/R),
Balanced F-Score (F1), Accuracy, and MCC measures.
Table 6 shows the central tendency values for these
measures for all runs submitted to ACT, including our
original and corrected runs. In highly unbalanced sce-
narios such as BC3, the accuracy measure is not as rele-
vant or useful, since a classifier that predicts every
document to belong to the dominant class will still
show high accuracy. For that reason, and to provide a
well-rounded assessment of performance in the unba-
lanced article classification scenario of Biocreative, we
have proposed the use of the rank product of AUCiP/R,
F1, MCC, and Accuracy measures [4], which we refer to
as RP4. Table 7 contains the performance of the top 10
submissions to ACT, as measured by RP4; Figure 6
depicts the decision surfaces for VTT1 and VTT5 with
the documents from the test set, using SP and bigram
features.
We can see that the VTT5 classifier performed extre-
mely well for both versions tested (with SP and with
bigrams). As can be seen in Table 7, the values of
AUCiP/R, F1, and MCC obtained by VTT
5 with SP fea-
tures are higher than those of the top reported classifier
in the challenge (team 73, Run 2 [19]) by 0.054, 0.035,
and 0.037, respectively; these represent very substantial
performance improvements of 8%, 5.6%, and 7.1%,
respectively. The accuracy for VTT5 was above the
mean and the 95% confidence interval of the mean (see
Table 6), though just below the top 20 runs for accuracy
in the challenge. When evaluated by the RP4, the VTT5
with SP features also outperforms the top reported run
in the challenge. Therefore we can conclude that the
VTT method, when utilizing all useful NER data, is very
competitive; see analysis of results in the discussion
section.
Interaction methods task
Approach and tools
Identifying method sentences
To find candidate evidence passages in text, we used
classifiers developed and reported in an earlier work by
Shatkay et al.[20], which were trained on a corpus –
unrelated to protein-protein interactions – of 10,000
sentences taken from full-text biomedical articles, and
tagged at the sentence-fragment level. Each sentence in
that corpus was tagged by three independent biomedical
annotators, along five dimensions: focus (methodological,
Table 3 Parameter values for submitted classifiers after
parameter search.
Classifier Features l b1 b2 b3 b4 b5
VTT0 SP 1.1 - - - - -
VTT0 Bigrams 1.1 - - - - -
VTT1 SP 1.3 40 - - - -
VTT1 Bigrams 1.5 20 - - - -
VTT5 SP 2.2 6 50 70 4 40
VTT5 Bigrams 2.1 6 50 60 5 30
VTT3 SP 1.4 17 115 115 - -
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scientific or generic), type of evidence (experimental,
reference, and a few other types), level of confidence
(from 0 – no confidence, to 3 – absolute certainty),
polarity (affirmative or negative statement), and direc-
tion (e.g. up-regulation vs. down-regulation), as
described in an earlier publication [21]. The corpus itself
is publically available at http://http:/ / www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/ pmc/ articles/ PMC2678295/ bin/
pcbi.1000391.s002.zip.
While the corpus had little or nothing to do with pro-
tein-protein interaction, the Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier (implemented using LibSVM [22]),
trained along the Focus dimension, showed high specifi-
city (95%), sensitivity (86%) and overall F-measure (91%)
in identifying Methods sentences. As such, we have used
it without any retraining.
Using the converted text files provided by BioCreative,
we broke the text into sentences (using the Lingua-EN-
Sentence Perl module [23]), and eliminated biblio-
graphic references employing simple rules. Namely, in
articles that contained a Reference heading, sentences
following the heading were removed; when the Reference
heading was absent, regular-expressions (based on sim-
ple patterns for identifying lists of authors, and publica-
tion dates) were used to remove likely references. The
remaining sentences were represented as term vectors
(as described in an earlier work [20]) and classified
according to their focus, utilizing the SVM classifier as
mentioned above, thus identifying candidate sentences
that are likely to discuss methods. While we also experi-
mented with the classifiers trained to tag text along the
other dimensions, as almost all sentences were of affir-
mative polarity and high confidence, we decided to use
only the Focus classifier; particularly, using the pertinent
aspect of whether or not a sentence was classified as a
Method sentence.
The Methods Identifiers (MI) dictionary
In order to associate the actual method identifiers with
the classified sentences, we used dictionary-based pat-
tern-matching against PSI-MI ontology terms [24]. To
construct the dictionary, we obtained all the PSI-MI
terms listed under the “Interaction Method” (MI:0001)
branch of the ontology using the Perl module OBO::Par-
ser::OBOParser[25]. The individual words within all the
terms, both in the text and in the dictionary, were all
stemmed using the Perl module Lingua::Stem[26] that
implements the Porter stemmer [9]. Stemming was
applied because our early experiments, without stem-
ming, showed inferior results (data not shown). The dic-
tionary was extended to include individual (stemmed)
words occurring within the PSI-MI terms, as well as bi-
grams and tri-grams of individual words occurring con-
secutively within the terms, produced using the Perl
module Text::NGramize[27]. Words that are hyphen-
separated within PSI-MI were included in the dictionary
twice, using two forms: one in which the hyphens are
replaced by spaces (thus separating the words), and
another in which the hyphen is removed and the words
are treated as one single composite word. The two
forms allow matches against free text in which the same
composition appears either completely un-hyphenated
(space delimited) or collapsed into one word.
Two special cases emerged from the training set and
received special treatment: (i) the tool pdftotxt, used by
BioCreative to convert articles into plain text, consistently
converted the words “fluorescence” into “orescence“; to cor-
rect for that we introduced the term orescence into the
dictionary, as a synonym for the term fluorescence micro-
scopy (MI:0416); (ii) similarly, we added the synonyms
“anti tag immunoprecipitation” and “anti bait immunopre-
cipitation” for “anti tag co immunoprecipitation”
(MI:0007) and “anti bait co immunoprecipitation”
(MI:0006) respectively. These two methods are by far the
most common methods identified in the training set (over
700 assignments of each, as opposed to about 480 assign-
ments of the next popular method, MI:0096, pull-down).
This addition ensures that occurrences within the text of
the terms “anti tag immunoprecipitation” and “anti bait
immunoprecipitation” constitute an exact match to
Table 4 Performance of submitted classifiers on training
data.
Classifier Features F1 Accuracy MCC
VTT0 SP 0.7637 0.8308 0.6325
VTT0 Bigrams 0.7541 0.832 0.6269
VTT1 SP 0.7755 0.8386 0.6502
VTT1 Bigrams 0.7568 0.8302 0.6265
VTT5 SP 0.7762 0.848 0.662
VTT5 Bigrams 0.7751 0.842 0.6533
VTT3 SP 0.771 0.8387 0.6466
Shown are the mean values obtained in cross-validation by the F-Score,
Accuracy, and Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient. Boldfaced values represent
best performance in table.
Table 5 Performance of submitted classifiers on test
data.
Classifier Features F1 Accuracy MCC AUCiP/R
VTT0 SP 0.5399 0.8097 0.456 0.4935
VTT0 Bigrams 0.5243 0.8382 0.4318 0.4287
VTT1 SP 0.5667 0.8213 0.4909 0.5402
VTT1 Bigrams 0.5575 0.8402 0.472 0.5015
VTT5 SP 0.6483 0.864 0.5897 0.7339
VTT5 Bigrams 0.6366 0.85.9 0.5752 0.7127
VTT3 SP 0.628 0.8387 0.5735 0.7143
Shown are the values obtained on the official BC3 gold standard by the F-
Score, Accuracy, Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient, and Area Under the
interpolated Precision and Recall Curve (computed with the official script, and
adding F-Score). Boldfaced values represent best performance in table.
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MI:0006 or MI:0007 respectively, rather than an erroneous
exact match to the more generic method “immunoprecipi-
tation“ MI:0019.
We note that while the dictionary above is based on
the whole PSI-MI ontology, our final reported results
consider only sentences that match terms from the
reduced list of Molecular Interactions identifiers pro-
vided by BioCreative, at http://www.biocreative.org/
media/store/files/2010/BC3_IMT_Training.tar.gz.
Matching against the dictionary
Pattern matching of text against the dictionary entries
was implemented using the Perl rewrite system Text::
RewriteRules[28]. The system was customized to support
both full and partial matches; to avoid a large number
of spurious matches it was adjusted to prefer longer
matches over shorter ones, and perfect matches over
partial ones. The Perl module Lingua::StopWords[29]
was used to avoid the matching of common English
words. Sentences within which matches to the diction-
ary were identified, were then scored as described next.
Scoring
As discussed above, each sentence was tentatively asso-
ciated with all the MIs whose terms (partially) matched
Figure 5 Decision surfaces of the VTT1 (top) and VTT5 (bottom) classifiers with SP (left) and bigram (right) textual features, for the
documents in one of the validation subsamples of the 4 cross-validation folds using the training data. The decision surfaces are plotted
with the parameters in Table 3, and x(d) and y(d) are computed according to Eq. (7) for every document d. The plots for VTT1 surfaces display
many documents d with the same values of y(d), plotted in horizontal rows, while VTT5 displays a smoother ranking of documents. This happens
because VTT1 uses information from a single NER tool (ABNER protein mentions), while VTT5 uses information from five such tools; thus, while in
the VTT1 plot many documents have the same value of ABNER protein mentions, in the VTT5 plot the various NER measurements lead to a finer
distinction between documents.
Table 6 Central tendency and variation of the
performance of all runs submitted to ACT on the official
BC3 gold standard, including our original and our
corrected runs.
Accuracy F1 MCC AUCiP/R
Mean 0.7909 0.4624 0.3885 0.5048
Median 0.8452 0.5399 0.4608 0.5367
St. dv. 0.1324 0.1732 0.1740 0.1505
Mean + 95% CI 0.8257 0.5079 0.4343 0.5444
St. error 0.0174 0.0227 0.0229 0.0198
Shown are the values obtained by the F-Score, Accuracy, Matthew’s
Correlation Coefficient, and Area Under the interpolated Precision and Recall
Curve (computed with the official script, adding F-Score),
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the sentence. Statistical considerations were then used
to post-process the tentative matches. When multiple
MIs hit the same sentence overlapping the same word, a
single MI had to be selected; similarly, a single sentence
was selected as evidence for each matched MI.
We assigned a score to each sentence that was
matched by an MI, based on several statistical
considerations involved in associating a MI to a sen-
tence and based on the Focus label assigned to the sen-
tence, as described in the first part of this section. We
first calculated an un-normalized score, which is a posi-
tive number that can be greater than 1. We normalized
all scores to be between 0 and 1 as a final step.
The raw (un-normalized) score, RScore, for a sentence
Si and a Method Identifier MIj, whose dictionary entry
(partly) matches the sentence, is expressed as the sum
of two components:
RScore(Si,MIj) = MIScore(Si,MIj) + FocusScore(Si) .
The first component, MIScore(Si,MIj) is calculated
based on several counts indicating how strong the asso-
ciation of the method identifier MIj is with the sentence
Si. This score is proportional to the length of the
matched portion of the synonym for the MI within the
sentence, measured both in characters and in words; the
score is inversely proportional to the likelihood of the
MI to match a sentence by chance, based on the fre-
quency in which words from the MI synonyms occur in
the dataset. To formally define the MIScore, we denote
by Hit(Si , MIj) the (partial) match of any synonym of
the method MIj within sentence Si, and by |Hit(Si , MIj)|
the number of characters within Si that actually matched
the synonym. The MIScore itself is then calculated as
the sum of the three following summands:
Score1 rewards longer matches, but discounts such
matches if they are common in the dataset:
Score Si MIj
Hit Si MI
of times MI  partial
j
j
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The number of times the method identifier MIj
matches a sentence in article d denotes the count of any
(full or partial) matches by any synonym included in the
dictionary entry for MIj. The term |D| denotes the total
number of articles in the set of articles, D. The log func-
tion and the multiplication by 0.5 puts Score1 in the
Table 7 Performance of top 10 reported runs to ACT in BC3.
Team Run Acc. Rank F1 Rank MCC Rank AUCiP/R Rank RP4
T81 VTT5-SP 0.864 21 0.6483 1 0.58974 1 0.7339 1 21
T73 RUN_2 0.8915 1 0.6132 5 0.55306 4 0.6796 5 100
T73 RUN_4 0.8888 3 0.6142 4 0.55054 5 0.6798 4 240
T81 VTT5-Bi 0.859 25 0.6366 2 0.57523 2 0.7127 3 300
T81 VTT3-SP 0.844 30 0.6280 3 0.57345 3 0.7143 2 540
T73 RUN-1 0.8755 16 0.6083 6 0.53524 6 0.6591 6 3456
T73 RUN_3 0.8778 13 0.6014 9 0.52932 8 0.6589 7 6552
T73 RUN_5 0.8762 15 0.6033 8 0.53031 7 0.6537 8 6720
T90 RUN_3 0.8832 9 0.5964 11 0.52914 9 0.6524 9 8019
T65 RUN_2 0.8793 12 0.5982 10 0.52727 10 0.6389 10 12000
Shown are the values obtained on the official BC3 gold standard by the F-Score, Accuracy, Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient, and Area Under the interpolated
Precision and Recall Curve (computed with the official script, adding F-Score), as well as their ranks. RP4 denotes the rank product of these 4 measures.
Boldfaced values represent best and second-best performance for respective measure.
Figure 6 Decision surfaces of the VTT1 (top) and VTT5 (bottom)
classifiers with SP (left) and bigram (right) features, for the
documents in test data. The decision surface and x(d) and y(d) are
computed according to Eq. (7) for VTT1 (top) and Eq. (8) VTT5
(bottom), for every document d in test set. The plots for VTT1
surfaces display many documents d with the same values of y(d),
plotted in horizontal rows, while VTT5 displays a smoother ranking
of documents. This happens because VTT1 uses information from a
single NER tool (ABNER protein mentions), while VTT5 uses
information from five such tools; thus, while in the VTT1 plot many
documents have the same value of ABNER protein mentions, in the
VTT5 plot the various NER measurements lead to a finer distinction
between documents.
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same numerical range and order of magnitude as Score2
and Score3 below, and are hence employed.
Score 2 rewards longer matches as well, but discounts
such matches if the MI has typically short synonyms (as
measured by the length of its individual words), and as
such is more likely to have partial matches within the
text by chance:
Score S MI
Hit S MI
Average Word Length in MIi j
i j
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Score 3 examines the ratio between the number of
consecutive words constituting the match and the aver-
age number of words in the synonyms denoting MIj,
denoted as:
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If the ratio R1 is lower than 0.5, that is, if the match
has fewer than half of the expected number of words
denoting the method MIj, the match is penalized and
given a score of -1; if this ratio is 1 or higher – that is,
the match is much longer than the expected length of a
synonym for method MIj, i.e. the match agrees with one
of the longer synonyms for this MI – the match is
rewarded with a score of 4, (which is a number in the
higher range of values obtained for Score1 or Score2);
otherwise, the ratio R1 itself is returned (a number
between 0.5 and 1). Formally:
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As stated above:
MIScore( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ,S MI Score Si MIj Score Si MIj Score Si MIi j = + +1 2 3 j).
The other component of the raw score, FocusScore
(Si), reflects the context of the matched sentence, Si,
that is, it accounts for the focus of the current sentence
(i.e. whether it discusses a method or not) as well as for
the focus of the sentences immediately preceding and
following it. A sentence whose focus is method receives
a FocusScore of at least 1. In contrast, a sentence whose
focus is not method receives a FocusScore of 0 – unless
it is followed or preceded by a method sentence. This
reasoning takes into account the way natural language is
used, which may cause the direct indications for metho-
dology to occur within the vicinity of the sentence
rather than within the sentence in-and-of-itself; thus, a
bonus of 0.5 is added to the sentence’s FocusScore
when either the sentence before or the sentence after
the current sentence is classified as a method sentence.
Formally, for the ith sentence in the article, denoted Si,
FocusScore(Si) is calculated as follows:
FocusScore(Si) = IsMethod(Si) + 0.5·IsMethod(Si-1) +
0.5·IsMethod(Si+1) ,
and IsMethod(S), for any sentence S, is defined as:
IsMethod
  If the Focus label of S is Method;
0  Otherw
( )S =
1
ise.
⎧⎨⎩
(9)
When multiple candidate MIs match a sentence while
sharing some of the same words in their match, the MI
who has the largest number of matched words is
retained as a candidate match for the sentence. In case
of a tie between two possible MIs with the same num-
ber of matching words, the MI with the longest match
as measured in characters (rather than in words) is
retained.
Finally, the evidence for a specific method MIj ,
denoted as Ev(MIj), within an article d, is the sentence
Si for which the raw score, RScore(Si,MIj), is the highest
among all other sentences within the article in which a
partial match was found for a synonym of the method
MIj. Formally, for an article d, and a method identifier
MIj, the evidence for MIj in d is:
Ev MI Arg S MIj
Sentence Si d
i j( ) = ( )
∈
max ,
 
RScore , and the score of
this evidence is the RScore of the sentence that maxi-
mized the expression on the right hand side.
Score Normalization
Notably, the raw score, calculated as:
RScore(Si,MIj) = MIScore(Si,MIj) + FocusScore(Si) ,
is un-normalized, and as such is a positive number not
necessarily in the range [0, 1] as required by BioCrea-
tive. The raw scores are normalized per article, by divid-
ing each raw score by the maximum raw score assigned
to any pair of method identifier and sentence within the
article. The latter step guarantees that the normalized
score is always at most 1.
To produce the different runs submitted to BC3, as
well as the runs described here which were produced
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after the workshop, the same matching and scoring
algorithms were used for all runs; the difference
between the different runs is merely in the threshold
employed on the raw scores of evidence per method,
used in order for the MI to be included or excluded in
the submitted results report.
In the five runs submitted (results provided in Table
S.1 of the supplementary material), Run 1 included the
top 40 results for each document, while Run 5 included
only methods and evidence with a raw score above 4.5
(before normalization). Unfortunately, the official runs
submitted to BC3 were all produced using an erroneous
code, mis-executing the pattern matching step against
the dictionary and missing many valid matches. After
the official submission, the errors in the code were cor-
rected and thus the runs and the results have changed.
As such, we do not provide further details on the official
runs aside for reporting the official results in Table S.1,
as these runs reflect a computation error rather than a
methodological aspect.
The results provided in Tables 9 and 10 include four
runs: One produced without any filtering, reporting all
methods that partly matched each article, giving rise to
a very high recall and low precision; the second report-
ing the top 40 scoring MIs for each article; the third
reporting only MIs whose raw-score was higher than 6;
and the fourth reporting only MIs whose raw-score was
higher than 7. As expected, and as seen in Tables 9 and
10, the recall decreases while the precision increases
with each consecutive run among these four.
Independent Evaluation of the Results by Human
Annotators
As our approach focused primarily on obtaining evi-
dence for PPI-detection methods within the text, and as
the BioCreative evaluation did not score this required
evidence, in order to examine the quality of the evidence
produced by our system, we have recruited a group of
five independent annotators, all holding academic
degrees in Biology and studying toward advanced
degrees (MSs or PhD) in Molecular Biology, all profi-
cient in the English language, and all experienced in
reading and using scientific literature – particularly in
areas within proteomics.
The annotators were given all the sentences produced
as evidence by our system in one of our runs (the run
corresponding to the third row in Table 9), a set con-
sisting of 1049 sentences. Each sentence was indepen-
dently labeled by three different annotators, each
assigning one of three possible letter-tags to the sen-
tence, indicating whether/how the sentence relates to
methods for detecting protein-protein interaction (PPI).
The tags were defined as follows:
Y - if the sentence discusses a method which can
potentially be applied for detecting protein-protein
interaction.
Table 9 Runs on the test set (after code correction)
Run Precision Recall F-
Score
MCC AUC
iP/R
Total Docs
Evaluated
All 2.50% 93.17% 0.0487 0.0908 0.1852 222
Top 40 4.83% 82.92% 0.0913 0.1604 0.1583 222
RScore
≥6
26.61% 50.58% 0.3488 0.3535 0.1522 214
RScore
≥7
28.44% 48.62% 0.3589 0.3591 0.1524 210
The table shows the results of running our (corrected) program, on the BC 3
test set. The measurements shown are of precision, recall, F-score, Matthews
Correlation Coefficient (MCC), Area under the Curve, and the total number of
articles being evaluated by our program.
The rows reflect four different runs: The first based on pattern-matching of
methods to the text alone (All); the second scoring the sentence-method
associations and reporting the top 40 scoring methods; the third reporting
the top scoring methods whose raw score was at least 6, while the last
reporting the top scoring methods whose top score was at least 7.
Table 10 Summary of evaluation by three human
annotators, over 1049 evidence sentences for PPI
methods.
Label # of sentences tagged by
the Majority as Label
% of sentences tagged by
the Majority as Label
Y 755 72%
M 112 11%
N 165 16%
The table shows the statistics of majority annotation labelling 1049 sentences,
each by three independent annotators. For each annotation value, shown in
the right column, we list how many sentences were labelled with this value
by at least two of the three annotators.
The possible labels are: Y - if the sentence discusses a method which can
Potentially be applied for detecting protein-protein interaction; M - if the
sentence discusses a method, but the method is NOT a protein-protein
interaction detection method; N - if the sentence DOES NOT discuss a
method.
Note that the total number of majority-vote sentences is 1032 rather than
1049, because on 17 sentences the 3 annotators had a 3-way disagreement.
(Roughly 1% of the sentences, hence the total percentage is 99%)
Table 8 IMT Runs on the training set (after code
correction)
Run Precision Recall F-
Score
MCC AUC
iP/R
Total Docs
Evaluated
All 2.38% 94.80% 0.0465 0.0937 0.2032 2002
Top 40 4.54% 85.16% 0.0864 0.1598 0.2063 2002
RScore
≥6
26.30% 58.72% 0.3633 0.3806 0.1997 1947
RScore
≥7
29.14% 50.25% 0.3689 0.3711 0.1816 1871
The table shows the results of running our (corrected) program on the BC 3
training set. The measurements shown are of precision, recall, F-score,
Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC), Area under the Curve, and the total
number of articles being evaluated by our program.
The rows reflect four different runs: The first based on pattern-matching of
methods to the text alone (All); the second scoring the sentence-method
associations and reporting the top 40 scoring methods; the third reporting
the top scoring methods whose raw score was at least 6, while the last
reporting the top scoring methods whose top score was at least 7.
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M - if the sentence discusses a method, but the
method is absolutely NOT a protein-protein interaction
detection method.
N - if the sentence does not discuss a method
whatsoever.
When annotators assigned the label “Y”, they also had
to assign a numeric label, indicating the actual protein-
protein interaction content of the sentence, as follows:
2 - If protein-protein interaction (PPI) is directly and
explicitly mentioned within the sentence, along with the
method of detection.
1 - If PPI is implied in the sentence, along with the
method of detection, but the PPI not explicitly stated.
0 - If PPI is neither implied nor mentioned in the
sentence.
The sentence in the last case is not about PPI. That is,
the sentence talks about a method; the method – to the
best of the annotator’s knowledge – has the potential to
detect PPI, and hence labelled Y in the first place; but
the sentence does not indicate that the method was
actually applied to detecting PPI.
The inter-annotator agreement was high, as indicated
by 65% of the sentences on which all three annotators
assigned the exact same letter-tag, (a rate much higher
than the 11% expected by chance, of three people
assigning the same label out of three possible labels),
and over 98% in which at least two annotators agreed
on the letter-tag. That is, on only 17 sentences out of
the 1049 there was a three-way disagreement in tag-
assignment, much lower than the number expected by
chance (which is about 220 sentences with total dis-
agreement when labelling about 1000 sentences using 3
labels). The above details are provided to clarify the
major characteristics of the corpus and the reliability of
the annotators. Further details about this annotation
effort, the corpus, and its potential utility, are beyond
the scope of this paper and will be provided in a sepa-
rate publication in the near future.
Results
We have submitted five official runs to BC3, all using
the same basic strategy, varying only in the threshold of
the scores applied to the data, and thus in the strin-
gency of the filtering process. Therefore, the runs range
from those favouring recall to those favouring precision.
As mentioned above, the official submitted runs were
produced by a version of our code that contained errors,
and the resulting values were very low, both in terms of
precision and in terms of recall, as well as by any other
measurement. While we provide the results of these
runs for the sake of completeness in the supplementary
material (Table S.1), they carry no value in terms of
evaluating the method described here in-and-of itself.
After fixing the error, we re-ran BC 3 evaluation script
both on the training set, and over the released gold-stan-
dard test set as well. These results, as well as the results of
the evaluation of one of our runs by a group of indepen-
dent human annotators are discussed throughout the
remainder of this section. Table 8 shows the results of
running our system on the BC 3 training set, while Table
9 shows the results over the BC3 test set (the same set
used for producing the results shown in Table S.1).
In both tables, the first row, labelled All, contains the
results for a run in which all PPI detection methods
that had any synonym partially-matched in any sen-
tence, was reported as a PPI detection method relevant
to the article. This run obviously has a very high recall
at the cost of a very low precision. The next row (Top
40) shows the results from a run in which the forty top
scoring MIs in each article are reported. The next two
rows in both tables, report results of runs in which the
criterion for including MIs was more strict, and required
an un-normalized score, RScore, of at least 6 (run 3) or
at least 7 (run 4).
Finally, Tables 10 and 11 summarize the basic statis-
tics of the labels assigned by human annotators to one
of the runs, namely, run 3 – the one in which the raw
score required was at least 6.
Integrating the IMT system into the ACT pipeline
We also experimented with using the output of the IMT
in support of the ACT pipeline. Since our IMT system
is focused on obtaining evidence for the interaction
methods used, we investigated what happens to the
entity count features when we crop the original
Table 11 The distribution of the secondary labels for
sentences tagged as Y by majority of annotators
Label # of sentences
tagged by the
Majority as Label
% with respect to
all Y-tagged
sentences (755)
% with respect
to all sentences
(1049)
Y2 199 26% 19%
Y1 172 23% 16%
Y0 297 39% 28%
Annotators assigning a “Y” to a sentence were further asked to assign a
numeric label, indicating the actual protein-protein interaction content of the
sentence, as follows: 2 - If Protein-protein interaction (PPI) is directly and
explicitly mentioned within the sentence (along with the method of
detection); 1 - if PPI is implied in the sentence (along with the method of
detection), but not explicitly stated; 0 - if PPI is neither implied nor mentioned
in the sentence.
The table shows the number of sentences labelled as Y2, Y1 and Y0 by a
majority of the annotators, as well as the percentage with respect to the total
number of sentences labelled as Y, and with respect to the whole collection
of labelled sentences.
Note that the total number of majority Y2, Y1 and Y0 labels in the second
column on the left does not sum to 755 (and the respective percentages do
not sum to 100%), as for some of the sentences in which two or more
annotators agree on the “Y” tag, there is not necessarily such agreement on
the additional numerical label (0, 1 or 2).
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document and keep only the evidence text extracted by
the IMT system. That is, the entity recognition is per-
formed not on the original text, but on the evidence
portions that the IMT system outputs. We performed
the same analysis of entity count features on the IMT-
cropped training data. Specifically, we identified those
entity count features for which |pP(nπ(d) ≥ x) - pN(nπ(d)
≥ x)| ≥ 0.3 (see entity count feature section).
Since the IMT-cropped data contains substantially less
text than the original documents, the processing time
for NER and dictionary tools on the training and the
test data is considerably reduced. The mean number of
words per full-text article within the BioCreative corpus
is 5,295.8 (Std. Dev. 1,878.6), whereas the mean number
of words for an IMT-cropped document is 180.0 words
(Std. Dev. 161.9). For tools such as NLProt and OSCAR,
this represents more than 10 fold reduction in proces-
sing time (see supplementary material). Moreover, we
observed that the characteristics of the entity count fea-
tures are conserved in the IMT-cropped training data:
the same 5 features emerge as positively correlated with
positive documents (relevant charts are provided in sup-
plemental materials).
This result is significant because it can save consider-
able computation time in future implementations of our
pipeline within a curation effort.
Discussion and conclusion
The Article Classification Task
The VTT5 classifier resulted in a ranking and classifica-
tion performance substantially higher than all the
reported submissions to the BC3 challenge, in terms of
AUCiP/R, MCC, and F-Score (see results above). To
address the questions raised in the beginning of this
paper, we now consider the differences between the var-
ious versions of VTT. Clearly, adding the NER informa-
tion improves PPI article classification. Not only is the
VTT5 method quite competitive when compared with
all the submissions to BC3, but we can quantify the
improvement in VTT performance by comparing the
various versions of the method in Table 5. The AUCiP/
R of VTT5, with SP features, is 0.1937 higher than that
of VTT1, which is in turn 0.0467 higher than that of
VTT0. To gauge the significance of this improvement,
vis a vis the variation in performance of all classifiers
submitted to BC3, consider that the standard error and
95% confidence interval of the mean of AUCiP/R is 0.02
and 0.04, respectively (see Table 6). The relative perfor-
mance improvement from one version of VTT to
another, means that including ABNER protein mentions
in abstracts alone, leads to a gain of almost 9.5%, and
including the additional 4 entity count features leads to
an additional gain of 35.9% in terms of the AUCiP/R
measure. Therefore, the inclusion of several entity count
features in VTT improved the ranking ability of the
classifier significantly, which is what is primarily mea-
sured by AUCiP/R. The inclusion of NER information
also improved substantially the classification ability of
VTT as measured by Accuracy (VTT0®VTT1: 1.4% and
VTT1®VTT5: 5.2%), F-Score (VTT0®VTT1: 5% and
VTT1®VTT5: 14.4%), and MCC (VTT0®VTT1: 7.6%
and VTT1®VTT5: 20.1%), the latter being the measure
best suited for unbalanced scenarios. The performance
of each version of the VTT, as reported in Table 5, can
be contrasted to the central tendency and variation of
the performance of all classifiers in Table 6. The
improvement in terms of the rank product for all sub-
missions to the ACT is also worthy of notice: out of 58
runs, VTT0 was the 38th best classifier, VTT1 was the
24th best, and VTT5 was the best classifier. According to
every performance measure, the largest improvement
comes from including all of the entity count features.
Therefore, there was much to gain by adding informa-
tion from NLProt, PSI-MI, and OSCAR in addition to
information from ABNER.
Regarding the textual features used, it is also quite
clear from our results that using bigram textual features
leads to worse performance than using the computation-
ally less demanding SP features. We can see in Table 5
that for every version of VTT used, the SP features
always outperformed bigrams for the AUCiP/R, F1, and
MCC measures. The exception is when it comes to the
Accuracy obtained for VTT0 and VTT1; in these cases,
the accuracy was larger when using bigrams. But since
accuracy is not as informative in unbalanced scenarios,
and because the accuracy of the top performing VTT5
classifier was larger when using SP features, we can con-
clude that SP features lead to a better performance than
bigrams. This suggests that SP features, by using only
constituent words with high S score (see textual feature
selection section), generalize the concept of PPI more
effectively than bigrams. We conclude that not only is
the use of the small set of SP features much more com-
putationally efficient, it also leads to better performance
of the VTT classifier.
Since two of the entity count features used on the best
VTT classifier are derived from full-text data when
available (via PubMed Central), i.e. based on ABNER
protein mentions in figure captions (feature 4) and on
PSI-MI methods in the full text (feature 5), we can con-
clude that full-text is at least partially responsible for
the excellent performance reached by this classifier.
However, as full text data was only available for 60% of
the documents in the test set (see data and feature
extraction section), it cannot be fully responsible for the
performance improvement. To further examine this
point, we computed a version of the classifier, VTT3,
that does not utilize these two entity features. While the
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performance of VTT3 in the training data is just slightly
lower than VTT5 (see Table 4), on test data it is notice-
ably lower (see Table 5). We observe that inclusion of
the full text features lead to approximately a 3%
improvement in all performance measures. In compari-
son to all reported classifiers, VTT3 is below the top
two classifiers reported by team 73 (lead by W. John
Wilbur at NCBI, Runs 2 and 4) as well as both the SP
and bigram versions of VTT5. Therefore, we conclude
that the inclusion of data from full-text documents,
even if available for little more than half of the docu-
ments in the training and test corpora, was useful and
indeed contributed to obtaining the top reported classi-
fication and ranking system.
Besides its very competitive performance, the VTT
classifier (in all versions tested) is defined by a simple
linear surface that can be interpreted. Indeed, we can
look at the parameters of table 3 (obtained via the train-
ing algorithm) and discern a “rule” of what constitutes a
PPI-relevant document. We only uncovered 5 entity fea-
tures positively correlated with positive documents (see
entity count features section), therefore confidence in
PPI-relevance increases linearly with all those features.
Looking at the specific b parameter values in table 3 for
VTT5, we can discern a rule that states: “a document
with a few ABNER protein mentions, many NLPROT
protein and CHEBI chemical compound mentions in
the abstract, a few ABNER protein mentions in figure
captions, and many PSI-MI method mentions in the
full-text tends to be PPI-relevant”. The exact rule is of
course defined by the VTT surface equation, but its lin-
ear nature allows us to discern the type of (vague) lin-
guistic “rule-of-thumb” above, which is nonetheless
meaningful. It is interesting to notice that the same rule
emerges for both SP and bigram features.
The Interaction Method Task
For the IMT, the results shown in Tables 8 and 9
demonstrate that employing the scores, as shown in the
three bottom rows of each table, leads to higher preci-
sion and lower recall than simply employing pattern
matching (the first, All run in both tables). This suggests
that the scoring scheme proposed helps to focus atten-
tion on sentences that are likely to contain PPI detec-
tion methods, although the resulting performance as
measured by BioCreative is still low.
However, the advantage of our method remains in
providing clear evidence for each decision. As BioCrea-
tive did not examine the evidence that was required
from and provided by the different tools, we focused
much of our efforts after the BioCreative workshop to
better understand and evaluate the evidence we pro-
duce. We did this by recruiting five independent annota-
tors with expertise in molecular biology to evaluate the
results, assigning each evidence sentence to three inde-
pendent annotators, who labelled our sentences, indicat-
ing their relevance to PPI detection methods, as
summarised in Tables 10 and 11.
Notably, there is some discrepancy between the Bio-
Creative evaluation and the values assigned to the
results by our group of human annotators. According to
the BC3 formal evaluation, as shown in Table 9, the
precision of the third run (RScore ≥6) is about 26%. In
contrast, as shown by Table 10, annotators who are also
familiar with PPI detection methods and who read the
sentences, deemed about 70% of the evidence for MIs
produced by our system as discussing methods that are
applicable to PPI detection. Moreover, as Table 11
shows, the annotators viewed about 35% (counts for Y1
and Y2 combined) of the sentences produced by our
system to contain evidence that the methods were
indeed applied toward the detection of PPI. In more
than half of those (Y2, 19% of the total) the interacting
proteins could be detected by the annotators, while in
the remaining (Y1, 16% of the total) the interacting pro-
teins were implicit rather than explicitly stated – but
interaction detection through the application of the indi-
cated method was still discussed. The above variability
highlights the complexity and the possible ambiguity
involved in the definition, the interpretation, and the
evaluation of the IMT task.
A closer examination of individual sentences further
demonstrates these differences in interpretation and eva-
luation of the task. Below are examples of evidence sen-
tences that our system produces, found in articles that
the BC3 gold standard judges as False Positive, but who
appear to discuss PPI along with the method to detect
it. The examples are formatted using the BC3 requested
format, showing (in the required order, from left to
right), the PubMed identifier of the article, the MI asso-
ciated with it, along with the rank in the list (4, 6 and 4
in the three examples below) and the confidence score
(the floating point number), followed by the evidence
sentence itself:
19224861 MI:0096 4 0.865173475604312 We found
that PEDF was pulled down with Ni-NTA beads when
the binding reactions included His-tagged LR or His-
tagged LR90 (Fig. 2G).
18806265 MI:0114 6 0.620645021811025 Previous x-
ray crystallography analyses suggest that CARD-CARD
interactions occur via interaction between the 23 helical
face, and the 1 4 helical face (50).
18819921 MI:0663 4 0.79176182685558 Using confocal
microscopy, we show that trapping mutants of both
PTP1B and the endoplasmic reticulum targeted TCPTP
isoform, TC48, colocalize with Met and that activation
of Met enables the nuclear-localized isoform of TCPTP,
TC45, to exit the nucleus.
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These examples demonstrate the complexity in the
task definition and in its evaluation criteria. The first
example appears to be a description of experimental
results observed by the authors. In contrast, the second
of the three example sentences refers to a “Previous“
experiment and provides a reference “(50)“. Curators
whose explicit task is defined as finding only novel
experimental evidence may view the sentence as not
useful – because the evidence is not new; this is likely
to be the reason why this method was not assigned to
the document within the BC3 gold standard. However,
these same curators can still use this sentence to back-
trace the reference and recover the evidence from the
original referenced paper (50). Furthermore, curators
and scientists that are tasked with identifying all the evi-
dence in support of an interaction, without the require-
ment for novelty, will still view the sentence as relevant
evidence for the interaction. Notably, the BC3 IMT did
not require novelty of evidence as part of the task speci-
fication. The third sentence primarily discusses the
detection of co-localized proteins rather than of a direct
interaction; as such it can be viewed by some curators
as relevant and by others as irrelevant.
To summarize, while the utility of each specific sen-
tence, as shown in the example above, may depend on
the exact definition of the curation task, automatically
identifying and highlighting such sentences can signifi-
cantly narrow down the amount of text that a curator
needs to examine. The above three examples all help to
demonstrate the value of our method in identifying evi-
dence sentences that are likely to be useful.
As a last point, we note that the time required for
running our pipeline is realistic within a curation effort.
For instance, for processing the test set of about 300 full
text documents, the complete processing time was about
28 minutes (an average processing rate of over 10 docu-
ments per minute), of which about 12 minutes were
consumed by the classification of each sentence along
the various dimensions (Focus, Evidence etc.) by the
multi-dimensional classifiers [20]. Most of the steps,
including the classification of the sentences, can be
readily performed off-line and parallelized to process
multiple sentences simultaneously. Thus, the ideas pre-
sented here can be readily incorporated into an effective
and useful curation pipeline.
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